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WHY BOARDEX?

HIGHLIGHTS

Profiles    
900,000+ (directors, senior 
management, disclosed 
earners), companies  
(listed and private)

Network 
Connections
Between individuals via  
professional connections 

Board Summary 
Composition, compensation, 
committees

Company 
Details 
Employees, capitalization, 
revenue, auditors

RESEARCH  
QUESTION

Is M&A performance related 
to the size of CEO personal 
connections and network?

Do politically connected  
firms have higher leverage?

 
Are more executive stock 
options related to lower 
dividend payment?

PAPER  
REFERENCE

CEO Network Centrality  
and Merger Performance,
El-Khatib, Fogel and Jandik 
(2015) JFE 

Political capital and moral hazard, 
Kostovetsky (2015) JFE  

 
Executive Incentives and Payout 
Policy: Empirical Evidence from 
Europe, De Cesari and Ozkan 
(2015) JBF

DATASET

BoardEx

 

 
Compustat  
Execucomp

ISS (formerly 
Riskmetrics)

REGIONS

North America
Europe
United Kingdom
Rest of the World

U.S.

U.S.

YEARS OF 
COVERAGE

1999-present

 
1992-present

1996-present

COMPANIES 
COVERED

20,000 +

 
3500 +

1500 +

HOW DOES BOARDEX COMPARE?

USE BOARDEX  
TO ACCESS

Educational background,  
prior employment, and 
connections of directors  
and executives 

Proportion of politically 
connected directors, using 
CEO-level controls such as age, 
gender, and experience

Executive Stock Option 
Holdings



ABOUT WRDS
Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) is the leading data research platform and business 
intelligence tool for over 30,000 corporate, academic, government and nonprofit clients at over 
350 institutions in 33 countries. WRDS provides the user with one location to access over 200 
terabytes of data across multiple disciplines including Accounting, Banking, Economics, Finance, 
Insurance, Marketing, and Statistics.

Flexible data delivery options include a powerful web query method that reduces research time, 
the WRDS Cloud for executing research and strategy development, and the WRDS client server 
using PCSAS, Matlab, Python and R. Our Analytics team, doctoral-level support and rigorous data 
review and validation give clients the confidence to tailor research within complex databases and 
create a wide range of reliable data models.

From partnerships with data vendors, including the WRDS SEC Analytics Suite, WRDS is 
the global gold standard in data management and research, all backed by the credibility and 
leadership of the Wharton School.

ABOUT THE WHARTON SCHOOL 
Founded in 1881 as the first collegiate business school, the Wharton School of the University 
of Pennsylvania is recognized globally for intellectual leadership and ongoing innovation across 
every major discipline of business education. With a broad global community and one of the 
most published business school faculties, Wharton creates economic and social value around the 
world. The School has 5,000 undergraduate, MBA, executive MBA, and doctoral students; more 
than 9,000 participants in executive education programs annually and a powerful alumni network 
of 93,000 graduates.

ABOUT THE DEAL 
The Deal (www.thedeal.com) provides actionable, intraday coverage of mergers, acquisitions 
and all other changes in corporate control to institutional investors, private equity, hedge funds 
and the firms that serve them. The Deal is a business unit of TheStreet, Inc. (NASDAQ: TST, 
www.t.st), a leading financial news and information provider. Other business units include 
TheStreet (www.thestreet.com), which is celebrating its 20th year of producing unbiased 
business news and market analysis; BoardEx (www.boardex.com), a relationship mapping service 
of corporate directors and officers; and RateWatch (www.ratewatch.com), which supplies rate 
and fee data from banks and credit unions across the U.S.

ABOUT BOARDEX 
BoardEx is a relationship mapping service. BoardEx supports its research efforts to provide 
clients with a highly accurate database that can be used in critical business applications. BoardEx 
operates worldwide from its offices in London, New York and Chennai, India.  More information 
about BoardEx is available at http://corp.boardex.com.

Contact us for trial or subscription information: 

BOARDEX  |  www.BoardEx.com  |  bdavis@thedeal.com  |  +1 920-568-1419

WRDS  |  www.whartonwrds.com  |  wrds@wharton.upenn.edu  |  +1 877-438-9737
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